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1CHAPTER I
I' TRCDUCT ION
(a) Purpose of the study
The transition from the hone to the school is a serious one and
the readiness of the child to participate successfully in the new experi-
ence is to a large extent determined at hme in the pre-school years and
in the nature of the relationship between the parent and the child. Chil-
dren who deviate to any appreciable extent in one direction or another from
the normal range of intelligence may encounter difficulties in the school
situation that often reflect a discrepancy between the child's ability and
his school grade placement. This may account for a poor school adjustment
.
However, ./hen a child of normal intelligence fails to make the prcoen
school adjustment, it may be considered symptomatic of other difficulties.
The possibilities of these difficulties are manifold. The importance of
the relationship oi the child with his parents has been much written about
and its significance established. The nature of this relationship and the
effect upon the child's adjustments is brought out in the school situation
of the primary grades with perhaps more clarity than any other early area
°i adjustment, since the new situation calls for emotional readiness as well
as mental readiness for the acquisition of knowledge and mroup socializa-
tion. i he mother s contect with the child in the pre-school years and her
attitudes and relationship with the child are of such significance in his
personality development that it would seen to play an important role in the
child's school adjustment.
ith this observation as a framework for the project, the writer
.'
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2has set forth to study twenty cases of children in the primary trades and
of normal intellectual ability who were referred to the Child Guidance
Clinics of the Division of ’ Tental Hygiene because of poor school adjust-
ment. The study sins to throw light on the effect maternal attitudes have
on the school adjustment of the children referred and the therapeutic value
of services rendered. The writer will attempt to make subjective interpre-
tations of the case material presented as a means of establishing the con-
nection between the maternal attitudes and the school picture of poor ad-
justment. The interpretations are based on the psychiatric and social
evaluations from the case records and are inferable from them.
(b) Scope
All the cases were opened for full service between 1938 and 1943
and had been subsequently closed some time before this study was under-
taken. The writer investigated all the cases referred for poor school ad-
justment that were registered with the division covering this period and
selected only those significantly related to the subject. Many cases had
to be discarded in the sifting process because of other factors largely
significant in contributing to the poor school adjustment, such as par-
ticular physical and educational disabilities which are beyond the scope
of this paper. Criteria for selection include average I.Q., school place-
ment in grades I through III, and referral for poor school adjustment.
Only those cases in which both parents were living in the home were se-
lected, since the emotional picture of a broken home imposes other con-
siderations that might h8ve a significant bearing on the child's school
adjustment. There were no limitations set as to sources of referral end
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the cases were chosen indiscriminately frcm several of the child guidance
clinics. Cases enhancing other problems symptomatic of difficulties in
personality development, such as enuresis, nailbiting, and food capricious-
ness, have been included when they were found a ccampanying the referral
but were not the focal problem in the situation.
(c) ilethod
All the data in the study were obtained from the twenty cases
chosen. A schedule was devised listing the factors to be feathered from
the cases studied and included face sheet information of age, sex, I.Q.,
ordinal position, grade, repetition of grades, and other problems. The
remainder of the schedule called for information regarding the personality
traits of the child, his play life, mental development, relationships with
members of the family group, school and social adjustment, and the clinic
staff's observations and evaluations. In addition to this, information
was studied concerning the mother, her personality, attitudes toward the
child, the school, and the child's problem, her attitudes toward other
siblings, her cooperation in treatment and the psychiatrist's and social
worker's evaluation of her. Notice has been given to the clinic services
rendered, the duration of clinic contact and the condition of the case
upon closing.
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CHAPTER II
DEFINITIONS
(a) poor school adjustment
Poor school adjustment may denote poor academic achievement, or
poor social adjustment in the classroan. Poor academic achievement may
result from a particular disability, such as a reading disability, and thus
hamper a child's social adjustment in the classroom or create so much con-
cern and pressure from home that the effects of it extend to the social and
emotional areas of the child's adjustment as well as to his educational
progress. In the cases selected for study, poor school adjustment includes
such disabilities but not as problems in themselves. The case was studied
when the disability accompanied the total picture but did not feature as
the main problem effecting the poor school adjustment. Poor social adjust-
ment in the classroom may create many blocks to successful school adjust-
ment and often reflects poor preparation for the school situation in the
pre-school years. Unwholesome sibling rivalry fostered by maternal atti-
tudes may be another reason for poor school adjustment as well as emotional
immaturity of the child. The reasons are manifold but the purpose of this
paper is not to investigate the causative factors in the situation except
as they came out for clarification, but rather to investigate the effects
of the maternal attitudes largely contributing to the school adjustment.
(b) Normal I.Q.
The writer has used a normal range of I.Q. for reasons stated in
the introduction but has taken the privilege of including one case of a
slightly higher than average I.Q. (113), in which it was felt that flexi-
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bility was justified in light of the study. In all the cases the children
rated at least average ability which, assuming proper 'Trade placement,
should equip them for successful adjustment.
(c) 3 sternal attitudes
i'at-ernal attitudes studied as an integral part of this project
refer to such attitudes as overprotection by oversolicitude toward the
child, "babying" and "spoiling," preventing independence, limiting outside
social contacts and hampering emotional maturity by fostering the child's
dependence .
Rejection of the child refers to the overcritica 1, nagging atti-
tude of mother and the denial of responsibility for the child's training
and behavior. Often this attitude is seen towards an unwanted child whose
failure to adjust in school creates further manifestations of rejection.
Inconsistency refers to the mother whose attitude tovard the child fluctu-
ates from one of overprotection to harsh, emotional discipline.
Inherent in a mother's attitude toward her child may be the
element of identification with someone of emotional significance to her,
creating an overanxious or perhaps resentful attitude toward the child, the
type determined by the nature of the identification. The mother's own un-
satisfied desires or thwarted ambitions may affect her attitude toward the
child and her treatment of him. She may transfer her ambitions for herself
to the child or work through her own need for success by seeking realiza-
tion of it in him. Disagreement on child rearing between parents may
create an anxious attitude on the mother's part that may assume the form
of overprotect ive defensiveness of the child and a lack of control over
.,
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In the close relationship between the mother and the child, all
these attitudes leave their mark on the child's personality end may deter-
mine, to a large extent, his adjustment outside the home. hat are the ef-
fects of these attitudes on the child's very early experience in the new
world of school, which represents the child's real first emancipation from
his mother?
.'
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7CHAPTER III
STRUCTURE OF THE CHILD GUIDANCE CLI?TIC
-H'D IHTERACTION OF CLINIC PERSONNEL
(a) History
The Massachusetts Division of Mental Hygiene is a division of the
Massachusetts Department of Health. Following the first VorId far there
was growing recognition that preventive measures would he the best way of
treating the problem of the mentally ill. The Division was organized in
1922 under the supervision of what was then known as the Department of Men-
tal Diseases. Under the combined efforts of Doctor Douglas A. Thom, the
first director of the Division, and Doctor George M. Kline the program got
under way.
The Division has grown and expanded greatly since its inception.
It originally concentrated on the problems of early childhood and their
treatment but now its preventive program envelops three phases of mental
hygiene
1. Carrying out the work of the Child Guidance Clinics.
2. Directing the educational program which entails the training of
all students in the Division and in the institutions under the Department
of Mental Health and the distribution of Mental Hygiene information.
3. Directing and coordinating both divisional and institutional re-
search.
The first "habit clinic" was established and directed, as a pri-
vate enterprise, in Boston, in 1921 by Dr. Douglas Thom. It handled only
cases of young children with undesirable habits. The clinic later served
as a model for the present day Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinics. In
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June, 1923, one year after the Division of Mental Hygiene had come into
existence, the Habit Clinics for children of pre-school age were estab-
lished. The clinics' purpose was to help establish in pre-school children
good physical, mental and emotional habits to prepare the child better for
adolescence and adulthood. There were no age specifications laid down in
the organisation of the first clinics but it soon became evident that more
than half of the total number of the cases carried consisted of children of
grammar school age. On January 1, 1939, the age range for admittance to
the clinics was set down so that children up through fourteen years of age
could be accepted for study and treatment. The name was changed from the
Habit Clinic to the Child Guidance Clinics. Before this, the original
habit clinic separated from the other clinics of the Division but continued
under private support, retaining Dr. Them as its director, and its original
name. Habit Clinic. The clinics have in the past, and still do, accept
only children of normal ability for treatment.
(b) Organization
The Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinics, like those of Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois, Hew ork and California, are conducted by the state Govern-
ment. In Massachusetts, through the Department of 'lental Health, the state
offers clinic services to emotionally maladjusted children which either re-
place or supplement the programs of the State Hospitals. The clinics of
the Division differ from the clinics conducted by the state hospitals in
that there is less emphasis upon mental disease, in order to abolish the
connotation of inevitable psychosis.
At present there are four Child Guidance Clinics operating under
.T
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9the auspices of the Division. They are the clinics at
1. . est End health Unit
2. Lowell
3. Brockton School Department
4. Quincy
In the past there were many more clinics operating under the
Division which often served as demonstrations for the community. The with-
drawal of a clinic is usually because the community appreciates the value
of the clinic's service and establishes its own clinics through local re-
sources. Some clinics closed for lack of community interest. Each clinic
serves not only the city in which it is held, but also the surrounding com-
munities .
(c) Service to the "VTiole Child"
The clinic makes a thorough study of the total personality of
e8ch child, focusing on his intellectual, social, and emotional life. The
staff members include psychiatrists, psychologists
,
s ccial workers, and
special therapists for speech and reading difficulties.
(d) Categories of Service rendered
1. Full Service
a case is given full service when intensive treatment has been
prescribed and the social worker has obtained a full social history from
contact with the parents, the school teacher, and perhaps other interested
individuals. The child’s physical condition is determined through infor-
mation received. & psychological examination is siven the child and the
social worker then proceeds to carry out the therapeutic recommendations
..
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of the psychiatrist and psychologist. During the period of clinic contact,
the parent and child usually have regular clinic appointments with the
psychiatrist and social worker.
2. Special Service
There are cases where intensive treatment is not warranted
ar.d just enough information is needed to guide the clinic staff in deter-
mining future activity. There are five categories of treatment into which
special service cases fall.
a) Children who are brought to clinic f'or diagnosis and consultation
only.
b) Mentally retarded children who are unable to benefit from clinic
treatment
.
c) Children who are referred to another agency which is Qualified to
meet their needs, such as a school, social agency, hospital of the Division
of Mental Deficiency.
d) Children who can be treated at clinic without social study.
These may be children referred because of a particular disability such as
in speech or reading.
e) Cases where clinic contact must be of' short duration because of
the distance from home to the clinic or because the family does not wish
further service. It often happens that after a full social service history
has been taken, the family severs contact with the clinic and loses inter-
est in treatment.
(e) Interaction of Clinic lersonnel
15ach clinic unit is composed of a staff of three: psychiatrist.
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psychiatric social worker, and psychologist. In those clinics where spe-
cial services are available, such as occupational therapy, speech and read-
ing therapy, special therapists are on the staff.
mhe social worker has the first contact with each new referral.
3very case accepted is cleared through the Social Service Index. At the
child's first clinic visit, he is given a psychological examination. Then
both he and the mother, or both parents, are interviewed by the psychia-
trist. Previous to these initial interviews with the psychiatrist, the
social worker informs the psychiatrist of as much of the social situation
as was obtained in the intake interview, and the psychologist reports the
psychometric rating. ^ach new case is discussed by the staff to decide
whether or not a child would benefit fx-on a full type of service or whether
less intensive treatment would be sufficient for his needs. If full ser-
vice has been decided upon, the social worker then mets a full social ser-
vice history from the parents and other social agencies that- have had con-
tact with the case. If the child is of school age, the school teacher is
interviewed
.
The psychiatrist carries on treatment directly with the child and
often with the parent. In some cases, the psychiatrist recommends that the
social worker carry treatment along with the mother after the psychiatrist
has had an initial interview with her. In cases where the social worker
enters into a treatment relationship with mother, conferences are held be-
tween the psychiatrist and social worker to re-evaluate continuously and
clarify better the nature of the case and the progress of treatment. In
home or clinic contacts with the parent, the social worker helps her to
view the total situation in a more satisfactory way and may attempt to help
..
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her in special areas of child management. The focus in treatment is always
on the child. ’he social worker aids in carrying out the psychiatrist's
recommendations on an environmental level in order to remedy the social de-
privations which influence the child's total development. The social worker
may work along with other social agencies and maintain necessary school con-
tacts where it is felt important in the treatment process of the whole
child
..
CHAFTER IV
THE REJECTING MOTHER
(a) Introduction
In this chapter and the three succeeding ones, the -writer will
attempt to present individual case situations as they seem to fall into
their most natural categories in reference to the maternal attitudes they
represent. The writer has divided the total number of twenty cases in
view of the psychiatrist's diagnosis and what she felt soundly inferable
from the case material. Clear-cut division is difficult to make consider-
ing the many factors that must be considered in classifying maternal atti-
tudes. Since the focus of the case material is on the effects of the mater-
nal attitudes on the school adjustment of the cases selected for study, the
grouping of the cases into chapters has been determined by an attempt to
select the predominant source of the poor school adjustment in the mother's
relationship with the child. This plan will serve as a frame of reference
rather than any precise classification of maternal attitude.
The first set of cases to be presented has been classified as
those representing "rejection." It is hoped that in viewing these cases
at the end of the chapter, the writer will be able to summarize from the
case material certain effects that seem consistent with the children se-
lected for this group.
The following cases have been summarized from the fully recorded
cases according to the schedule drawn up (see appendix).
..
.
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TABLE I
ISTRIBUTIOI OF SEa, aGE, GRADE D PSYCHOMETRIC SATING OF
Five CASES STUDIED
DIVISICl CF HEifTAL HYGIEHS CHILD GUIDaJCE cli ICS
1 -y— T t r -l- i— -
Case Lumber Sex 1 Age Grade I.Q.
1 Boy 7 yrs . 7 mos . III 101
2 Girl yrs . 6 mos . III 100
3 Boy 7 yrs . 10 mos . II 100
4 Boy 5 yrs . 9 mos . I 98
5 Boy 8 yrs . III 104
(b) Individual Case Situations
Case No . 1
Fatient is a seven-year-old boy of average intellectual ability
(I.'i. 101) v.ho is in the third grade. T 'e is the older of tvc children, the
younger being one year old. I 'other describes patient as destructive, hyper-
active, and high strung, exhibiting a quick temper "when things aren't the
v;ay he likes them. He never minds the first time and has to be threatened.
He sucks his thumb, is dependent upon mother, and likes service, "e just
recently began dressing himself. He is not affectionate.
Play Life - Fatient plays with cousin who is his age but does not
have many friends. He says "he doesn't care" that he hasn t many friends.
..
’
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He is bossy in his play and runs -wild when he is outside playing. Mother
sends him to the navies once a week to get him out of the house.
School Life - patient went to pre-kindergarten at three years of
acre and to public kindergarten at four years of acre. Teacher reports that
patient will not do his work if he is not in the mood and does not want to
settle down. Patient attends Hebrew School and although teacher has urged
mother to keep him out, she will not withdraw him.
Clinic Observations
Psychologist - Patient is a hyperactive restless child, who
is more busy expressing his opinions and in following his own desires than
in conforming to routine. He appears to be undisciplined snd needs strict
training in conformity before he can progress in school work.
psychiatrist - patient is awkward, ill at ease, generally
immature, boastful and aggressive.
Pother - Pother states that patient has never been satisfactory
to her because he has always been such an unhappy child and arrived at a
time when she did not want him. Her second child, whcm mother considers
happy and -veil adjusted, was the only one she wanted. Pother admits that
she is impatient and irritable with patient. Mother and father disagree
on discipline. Mother feels that father is too stern since he whips pa-
tient frequently.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for 9 months during which
time few visits were made. Mother was unable to give any time to clinic
therapy and was not prepared to accept clinic therapy at the time. Case
was closed as unimproved.
..
< ,
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Comment - Fatient appears to be obviously rejected and was thrown
into a school situation when he was three years old. The attitude of re-
jection that mother has apparently shown, has been furthered by sending him
to public school so youn? and by sending him to ebrev; School.
-s a result,
the child has lacked any feeling of security in the home with which to pre-
pare him for school. He has never learned to conform through the building-
up of a wholesome ego ideal through parental identification, and therefore,
cannot conform to school routine. On top of the recognizable rejection,
mother is so critical of patient that he has received nothin? but a feeline:
of inadequac ich he has expressed in an a??ressive, boastful manner.
other’s need for psychotherapy for her own harassed state and clarification
of her destructive attitudes was ?reat but her la ck of interest and inac-
cessibility made treatment impossible.
Case To» -
Fatient is an eight -year-old girl o^ average intellectual ability
(I,<4 . 100) and the oldest child of three rirls, the others a?ed six ''ears
8nd five and a half months. Che is in the third ?rsde and was referred by
the school because of poor school work and dislike of school. other de-
scribes patient as feelin^ superior. She is "sassy, ' 'thinks she knows it
all, ' and is a poor mixer. She has one friend at a time and must dominate
the relationship. It- takes patient a long time to fall asleep and she has
been bitinm her nails since she entered school.
School Life - Fatient entered the first 'n-ade at six yeans and
ten months of age and says she hates school, ^eacher reports that patient
shows a constant desire for attention and tries to vet it from the teacher
.. .
.
.
by telling tales of other children. She is unpopular with other children
in the class and often has emotional flare-ups when things do not no her
•way. She is not at all attentive and shows little effort.
Clinic Observations of Patient - Patient manifested nervous, ap-
prehensive behavior at clinic and appeared to be an emotional, over-sensi-
tive child, crying easily and being very conscious of any slight favor
shown to her six-year-old sister. Patient displays great hostility toward
her sister and her success at school. She says she has to try to do better
than her sister because her sister is better than she is. "Mother has al-
ways said so .' 1 Patient complains of mother's favoritism. She projects
upon sister all her misdemeanors.
Mother - Mother expresses a great deal of antagonism toward pa-
tient. '.'other is the only person to whom patient is aggressive.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for twenty-two months during
which time mother and child were given psychotherapy and patient, in ad-
dition, attended hobby class. Pother gained insight into her attitude of
fostering sibling rivalry and patient was able to express her hostility in
an acceptable way. This contributed to a better school adjustment, rela-
tionship with sister, and with other children.
Comment - Pstient felt keenly the favoritism shown by mother to
younger sister which created a need for her to act- superior at heme and
stimulated a constant drive for attention at- school, "er relationship with
other children seems to be what Anna Freud speaks of as the child putting
their school companions in the place of their siblings and fighting out
with them the conflicts which they were not able to work through in their
homes, patient felt inferior to sister who made a successful adjustment
.1
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at school, and under the constant tension to compete and surpass, was un-
able to work up to capacity and make a satisfactory adjustment. 'other
fostered this drive for superiority and was obvious in her favoritism which
had a direct relation to patient's poor adjustment. Lacking security at
home, she was not able to fortify herself adequately with security at school
in order to make a successful adjustment.
Ca s © . o . 3
Patient is a seven-year-old boy of average ability (I.Q. 100) who
is the first child in a family of four children. Eis two younger sisters
are ages six and two respectively. He is in the second grade and was re-
ferred by the school because of poor school adjustment. Eother describes
patient as stubborn, irritable and "fussy.' 1 He sucks 'his thumb, is defiant
with mother and gets angry with sisters easily. He is generous, shews no
je8 lousy and is very affectionate with mother, showing more love for her
than anyone else. He is disobedient and is inclined to be "fresh" and
"saucy" to mother. He tries to blame things on sisters and fights with
them a great deal. 'other claims thst no kind of discipline helps; she has
tried whipring and putting him to bed but he just becomes more defiant.
hen patient visits relatives who make more of him than they do of sisters,
he is no disciplinary problem.
Play Life - patient is bossy with children of his own age and
younger and quarrels frequently with the neighborhood children. other
often goes out to settle patient's quarrels and sends other children home
w ven they won't let him play with his own things. He enjoys the movies but
has no group activity. Patient had no playmates before entering school.
c .
.
School Life - At the age of three and a half, patient attended
nursery school for six months and entered the first grade at six years of
age. Patient liked school last year and did very well but dislikes the
teacher this year . The school reports that mother has caused a 'Treat, deal
of trouble at school, coning up to speak with the teacher every time 8
complaint against the child was made. Patient does not met along well with
the other children at school and presents the picture of a poorly trained,
ill kempt child. He carries stories to school about there being no food at
home .
Clinic Observation of Child
orker - Patient is rude and impudent to mother and mani-
fests little training and discipline.
Psychologist - Patient has normal average intellectual ca-
pacity, is friendly and likable. He speaks endearingly of sister 7 ancy
whom he says he loves more than any other member of the family.
I’other - other is a 'nervous’’ and worrisome person who worker
observes to be whining and fretful. She complains of the neighbors and
school and on the one hand blames them for the child's maladjustment, while
on the other she seems hypercritical of patient and seems to reject him.
She attributes most of the child's difficulty in school on the teacher.
Mother seems unstable. This is reflected in the way she keeps her hone,
which is dirty and cluttered. She speaks of her happy childhood and seems
to have come from a better background than is now provided for her by fa-
ther. The family live in a poor neighborhood which provides too few de-
sirable outlets for an active boy.
Treatment - This case vras known to clinic for fourteen months
*1
during; which time only four clinic visits were made. Attempts of the so-
cial worker to work with mother with the aim of interesting’ her in therapy
snd in accepting- responsibility for patient's behavior were unsuccessful
because of mother's difficult, unstable, and complaining; personality. Al-
though. five school visits were made, little progress was achieved, due to
mother's marked projective tendency to blame patient's maladjustment on the
school and her unwillingness to cooperate. Case was closed because of
mother's attitude - condition unknown.
Comment - bother's fluctuating; attitude toward the boy seems to
indicate a rejection of the child. Her dissatisfaction ever her difficult
economic situation, along; with her lack of interest- in the home, seems to
extend to a renunciation of maternal responsibilities. She has neglected
her responsibility of training and disciplining the child and evades as-
suming the responsibility, by blaming the school and neighborhood for pa-
tient's difficulties, bother's continuous complaints against the school
and her interference with its activity has prevented the child from making
his adjustment in the classroom. His dislike for his teacher is a direct
reflection of mother's attitude, which seems to spring from her resentment
of the school's implications that, the child's lack of training- and inability
to met along with the group is attributable to her. Instead of her guilt
expressing- itself through passivity in regard to the school situation, she
has exhibited a defensive, belligerent attitude, projecting all her inade-
quacies as a mother on the school authorities, and placing- herself in a
position inaccessible for psychotherapy.
.'
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Case l o. 4
Patient is a f ive-ye8r-old boy of average intellectual ability
(I.Q. 98) who is in the first grade. Me is the younger of two boys, born
so soon after the first child that mother did not feel that- she was in con-
dition to have another child. From t^ree to eighteen months of sse, pa-
tient had six operations which imposed a great financial burden on the
family. Patient has never had regular responsibilities and, because he is
slow in his movements, mother is inclined to dress him. He "adores teasing
people," is defiant with mother, and has tantrums when he is crossed, and
bites his nails. Mother states that "he is nervous and wears me to a thread
and he knows it." He has a "silly" streak and loves to attract attention
to himself by his silly behavior. other acrses with teacher who seys he
has a "hateful disposition." He will not let older brother dominate him
and pesters him and destroys his things. Fatient does not react favorably
to any discipline which mother or father attempt.
Play Life - patient has no children of his own a^e to play with.
- .
Until last year he always played with brother's friends whom he got alone
with until he became "ornery" and teased them so that they w ill not let him
play with them. Patient always fights his own battles. He jumps from one
thing to another in his play activities but is happiest when he has a ham-
mer and a nail.
School Life - Patient entered nursery school at three years of
arre
,
and was reported to have been a behavior problem, resulting in his
being isolated from the rest of the group. He was in kindergarten for a
year and was placed on trial in the first grade, "eacher reports that pa-
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tient requires a great deal of individual attention. He requests unneces-
sary help from teacher but when he does not get the attention he is looking
for, he does things for himself. He bothers the other children in the class
constantly by tripping them and performing such bizarre antics as winding
his necktie around his ears. He is very erratic in his performance and is
easily upset by small incidents. He pays no attention to class directions
and requires much more than his share of attention in a class of forty-one
children. Teacher finds that competition works with him.
Clinic Observations of Child
horker - Fatient appears hyperactive and difficult to con-
trol. Poorly trained.
Psychologist - Patient's attitude is definitely immature,
which undoubtedly contributes to his difficult school adjustment.
Psychiatrist - Patient boasts of being the best boy in his
class at school. His serious impairment of vision probably explains the at-
tention end waiting upon which mother gives him. He has had so much done
for him that he thinks the school should do it too.
I-other - bother hates housework and gets so restless and irri-
tated with children that she sends them out of the house, locks the door
and sits down to knit, ’"other states that maternal grandmother stays in
the heme so much that mother feels she could leave the care of the children
to her and they would be better cared for. She feels that patient has al-
ways been a burden because of ill health and compares him unfavorably with
brother whom she claims was always easier to train and has adjusted well to
school. Patient has been a great expense to the family because of special
medical care he has had to have. Mother states that the chief reason pa-
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tient annoys her is because she thinks his problems are reflected upon
brother nshem s e considers very "well adjusted.
23
orker's Observation - • other is extremely tense d emo-
tional, seems unhappy in the home and is vindictive in her attitude toward
patient
.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for nine months during; which
time five glinic visits were made and three school visits. Psychiatric
interviews were held with mother but she wss most uncooperative. Sight
saving class was recommended for patient but after the placement was made,
mother took him out. Case closed, unimproved.
Comment - patient is the younger of two boys whom mother compares
unfavorably with his older brother who hes made a satisfactory adjustment
at school, '.'other has rejected her responsibilities as a mother and indi-
cates easy willingness to shift the responsibility for the care of the chil-
dren onto maternal grandmother. In addition to her non-maternal feeling's
and desire to escape from household responsibilities, rejection of the boy
is indicated in her initial unwillingness for a second child and her resent-
ment towards the child because of the time and expense his ill health has
cost her. Because of his illness, he was given much attention, '"his pre-
sents a clinical picture of over-protection with much underlying rejection.
As a result, his maturity was delayed and he vjas forced into the school situ-
ation at the age of four before he was ready for the transition. He car-
ried over his demands for attention to the classroom and exhibited silly
antics through which he won the attention he sought, ''other’s complete lack
of cooperation and resistance to treatment prevented any improvement in pa-
tient’s adjustment.
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Case No. 5
Fatient is an eight-year-old child of average intellectual a-
bi.lity (IW. 104) and is in the third grade. He is an only child whom
mother says is "a problem to his teachers as well as to me.
1
He is forget-
ful 8nd distractible and very disobedient. Fatient often cries and moans
in his sleep and is hard to arouse.
School Report - Teacher reports that patient bothers other chil-
dren in school and snatches their possessions. He pushes and hits them and
rushes ahead of them to ret whatever he sees they are trying to get. :hen
the class is told not to do something, patient is the first to do it. ;hen
the teacher gives him the attention he seems to be seeking, he becomes over-
bearing. .‘hen he is reprimanded harshly, he twitches and grimaces, but if
she speaks quietly to him, he displays no such tics.
Lother - Mother cannot say a good word for patient and states
that she wants him "killed or cured.
1
She bursts into tears when father is
mentioned and says that although she loves him, he is the same way as pa-
tient. he is disorderly and she can’t stand the irregularity of his in-
come. She scolds patient time and time again but to no avail. other is
anxious for patient to go to camp to get rid of him. She complains that
she has always been misunderstood and that she has always been bl3med for
patient. She tries to do what is right but is given no credit, /other
agreed that she was most unhappy.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for six months, during which
time psychotherapy was attempted with mother and several school contacts
were made by social worker. 'other was so self pitying and unhappy that no
**
-
procress was made. "he esse was closed when mother vent to work - condition
unknown
.
C eminent - Patient’s behavior in school 8nd mother’s attitude
seems to point to the child's rejection. He is aggressive at school and
cannot accept direction except through defiance. He becomes overbearing
when attention is given him, indicating s grest need of attention and af-
fection which he has missed at home. Mother is n8gging and rejecting and
seems t o be badly in need of psychotherapy. Patient's poor adjustment
seems to be too painful an indication to her of her poor training and re-
jection of patient to make her amenable to treatment. She has been con-
demned by father and relatives because of patient and feels so misunder-
stood and unhappy that she sought escape in work and planned for the boy
to go to camp. ith mother’s attitude as it is, patient’s school adjust-
ment was very poor, os might be expected in a child who locks the warm lov-
ing acceptance of a parent who places demands upon him that she has neg-
lected to prepare him for.
( c ) Summa ry
In all these cases an outstanding finding is that each child
made a poor social adjustment with other children in the classroom. In
two of the cases no specific form of poor social adjustment with classmates
was stated but in the remaining three, it is noted that- the children seek
attention from the teacher through assertive or aggressive behavior toward
their classmates. In esses numbered four and five, there is marked aggres-
sion in the form of tripping other children, pushing and hitting them. In
case number two, patient seeks attention by telling tales of the other chil-
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dren, a fom of behavior that seems to indicate positively her carry-over
from the sibling rivalry at home which had been fostered by mother's criti-
cal attitude toward her. In esch case there is a direct tie-up with the
child's behavior at home and at school, which is manifested in attention-
getting behavior. All the children in this group ar9 described by mothers
in such ways as "quick tempered .. .sss sy .. .defia nt .. .disobedient , " charac-
teristics v/hich indicate a rebellion against mother's attitude and treat-
ment toward them. In reference to the aggression shown by the children, it
has been stated that:
Aggression in childhood is a symptom complex resultin'?: from
deprivations which cause developmental discrepancies in the
total personality structure.
In these cases, deprivation is seen in the lack of sincere loving accep-
tance of mother.
Other problems indicating a deprivation of satisfying love re-
lationships are seen in the thumb sucking in two cases and nail biting in
two of the cases. All these symptoms are evidences of insecurity in the
child who feels unwanted, unloved, or inadequate in comparison with a sib-
ling whan mother favors in an obviously recognizable way. ^is '•ympt omatic
behavior is a way of getting attention from the rejecting mother end, as
is seen in the cases presented, may be carried over to the school situation
where the teacher is in the role of the unloving parent. In the cases
where the child has siblings whan he doesn't get along with (cases 2, 3,
and 4), the child's classmates are placed in a position of the siblings
1 Bender, Laurette, "Aggression in Childhood, " Journal of
Orthopsychiatry, 13:3, July, 1943.
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v. ith wham the child is competing: for the desired attention and upon when, he
releases his agression . This aggression towards his classmates may be by
way of defense to cover up his feelings of inadequacy inculcated at home.
Percival Symonds in his book "The Psychology of Parent-Child Relationships"
states
:
If either or both parents reject a child, that child is likely to be
characterized as aggressive, rebellious, hostile, jealous, attention
getting, hyperactive, annoying in school.... The rejected child tends
to show the patterns known as emotional instability. In general the
rejected child shows defence mechanisms . '
It is interesting to note that in all the cases of this group
except one, treatment was unsuccessful because of mother's uncooperative
attitude and inaccessibility. The mothers in this group resisted psycho-
therapy by projecting their own inadequacies as a parent on the teacher or
school and making treatment ineffectual in four out of the five cases. It
would seem fron this finding that by the very nature of mother's rejecting
attitude, treatment was made impossible. It may have been that the rejec-
tion was too great for mother to alter her attitudes and that the guilt in-
curred in facing mother’s responsibility for the child s behavior was too
great to continue clinic contact. The only case from this group that was
closed as "slightly improved" was Case ?To. 2. In this case the child was
given intensive psychotherapy by the social worker es well as attending
hobby class. ‘other was also given psychotherapy by the psychiatrist, '^he
problem seemed to lie in the area of mother s fostering the child’s feeling
of inadequacy by constant unfavorable comparison with her younger sister.
The child's feeling of adequacy was built up through clinic contact
and her
2 Percival ¥.» Symonds, The Psychology of Pa rent -Child relationships,
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opportunity to express hostility for sister perhaps did more in effecting
an improvement than any real insight gained by mother.

CHAPTER V
THE OVERANXIOUS ! 'OTHER
(a) Introduction
The following three chapters might well he classified under one
common heading of ''overprotection 11 hut for further clarification the writer
has subdivided the cases into the following categories: The overanxious
mother. The indulgent mother, and The overvimilsrt mother, all of which
foster the child's dependency.
In the first group, to he presented in this chapter, the mothers'
attitudes ere seen t o he those of <?rest ambition for the child's success
and 8n overanxious reaction to the child's development. The ^roup includes
five children with the following table indicating the distribution of sex,
a
m
e
,
grade, and J-.Q.
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF SEX, AG*\ GRADE , TrD PSYCHCVETRIC RATING OF
FIVE OASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE CT'ILD GUIDANCE CLITTICS
Case Number Sex Age Grade — • v •
6 Boy 7 yrs
.
II 107
7 Boy 6 yrs . 6 mcs . I(repeat ing) 105
8 Girl 7 yrs . 10 mos , II 109
9 Boy 7 jrrs . 3 mos . I( repeat ing) 110
10 Girl 7 yrs . II 99

(b) Individual Case Situations
Case No. 6
ZQl
patient is a seven-year-old boy referred by the school because
of poor school adjustment. 7 e is the older child of two children adopted
by a minister and his wife. The younger child is a four-year-old girl,
patient was an illegitimate boy adopted at the ase of three months. TTe is
in the second grade with an I.Q. of 107. Patient chews his mittens and
shirt collar and twirls paper when not kept occupied.
Mother reports that he is "nervous 1 ' and "daydreams Patient is
strong willed and has always been h9rd to manage, ^e is very lovable, af-
fectionate and shows no jealousy of his younger sister, Me has received
much attention from adults which he expects and wants.
" T
e has a tendenc3^
to "show off." when company comes to the house, patient makes a great com-
motion, gets in the way and tries to monopolize mother.
play Life - Patient is apt to play with younger children whom he
can domirate. TJe wants to be the boss and hero in his play activities. At
home he plays games by himself and talks to himself.
School Report - Teacher reports that patient has a good fund of
general information and talks well but that his written work is poor. TTis
interest wanders and he daydreams . He is a good natured child, is very well
liked by the other children in the classroom and does not resent punishment.
Fe seems indifferent to the fact that he might not be promoted.
Mother reports that patient is discouraged about his school work.
Teacher and mother fuss at him, " h.y don't you do this and that?" 'other
feels that teachers like him.
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Clinic Observations
31
Psychiatrist - Patient shows a lack of maturity and displays
irresponsible behavior.
orker - Patient is submissive and subdued under the domina-
tion §f very "nervous" and talkative parents.
'
.'other
Clinic Observations
Psychiatrist - "'other is too conscientious.
orker - other expects a great deal from patient and is
unhappy because she feels patient is not adjusting very well. She blames
herself for not understanding him but on the other hand is determined to
make him conform to her ideas, ' other has devoted herself to patient to
such a degree that he monopolizes her. ''other is disappointed in being un-
able to have any children of her own and has expended a great deal of her
emotional life in patient, giving him a feeling of cverimportance
.
Treatment - "other attended clinic for psychotherapy °nd patient
attended hobby class at clinic. Social worker made many school contacts.
Case was closed as improved. 'other gained insight into her overanxious,
ambitious attitude toward patient and became less concerned about him. "his
relieved much pressure from the boy and he became less tense. ' other ac-
cepted clinic recommendations that patient repeat- the second grade.
Comment - This boy with good mental cspscity v;as unable to meet
the requirements of the second grade under the constant pressure from home
for high achievement. Adoptive mother was disappointed in not having any
children of her own end alon n- with the normal amount- of maternal ambition
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i!or this child, felt keenly responsible for his poor adjustment. She
adopted a second child for the sake of the boy and has spent much time with
him, fostering his deep devotion and dependency upon her. All her energies
have cone toward producing a child who would reflect her "ideal" and, in
her overconscient ious and overambit ious treatment of the child, she has
imposed pressure upon him that hampered his school progress and adjustment.
Through clinic contact she gained insight that she was able to apply in her
relationship with the boy. The support she received relieved the pressure
she felt over her responsibility toward the child and therebjr allowed her
to withdraw some of her tense vigilance and permit the boy to progress at
his own rate of development. Through this the tension that the boy re-
flected was given release and a better adjustment was achieved.
Ca se Mo . 7
Patient is a six-vear-old boy of average intellectual ability
(I.Q. 105) who was referred by the school because of poor school work and
an excessive demand for attention. He is 'the older child in a family of
two children, "other describes him as a very obedient child but seclusive
V
and slow in his movements. He yields to younger sister. He likes the
center of attention but is shy and dist ra ct ible . Patient dislikes school
and his teacher.
Play Life - Patient is very fond of animals and has no playmates
in the neighborhood. Mother does not like him to go away from the house.
He is quite content to play with his toys and is a solitary child.
School Life - Patient entered kindergarten at four and a half
years and was very fond of teacher who was a motherly person. Patient
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started to have trouble in the first grade and mother began to receive
complaints from school. Mother feels patient was too immature for the
first ^rade . Fatient's present teacher reports that patient is very silly.
He is all right if he has something to Veep him busy but does well only
when the teacher is standing over him. He is very distractible and "wig-
gles" constantly in his chair. Teacher has found that firmness brings
about the best results with patient. He envoys attention and kindness but
takes advantage of it. “he other children think he is silly and ignore
him. He stays by himself the greater part of the time and prefers not to
enter into group activities. Fatient's first grade teacher reports that
last year patient used to talk 8nd smile at himself. He "would sit all
morning with his chin in his hands and stare, ^e seemed to be living in a
world of his own. He never resented correction and had no friends.
Clinic Observati ons
orker - Fatient. is much more active at home than in school.
He is rather vague in his responses and appears to be "way off somewhere."
Fsychologist - Fatient has an exaggerated attitude of as-
surance. He seems to ignore his failures and is boastful.
Mother - Mother's attitude toward the child is favorable. She
claims to have no trouble with him at home and feels badly that he has
established bad habits with respect to school. Mother is overanxious about
the possible effect of her physical condition during pregnancy upon the
patient, fearing that it might have damaged him in some way.
Treatment - This case was known to the clinic for eight months
during which time both the mother and the patient were miven psychotherapy.
Several school visits were made and the cooperation from mother and the
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school led to a greatly improved condition at the time of closing. At
first mother was very defensive but became cooperative and was relieved to
find that patient was normal and capable of improvement. Patient adjusted
very well at home and school, his school work improved, he matured emo-
tionally, and adjusted socially so that he hsd playmates. A note from
teacher stated that patient had adjusted very well to the schoolroom and
playground and became more and more one of the group. * other's attitude
changed. She relieved pressure on the boy and praised him more than she
had. Casa closed - recovered.
Comment - 1 other had been so overanxious and ambitious for the
patient and so restrictive in his play that he was not ready for the school
situation in the first grade. Fis adjustment in kindergarten was satis-
factory, since he was not obliged to conform to a pattern too different
from heme. The teacher was a motherly, attentive person to wham he made
a good transference. However in the first grade he was unable to adjust
to the new routine, acting silly to attract attention and lapsing into
periods of daydreaming . Having led a pretty solitary life before school,
his socialization with other children was poor. On top of his immaturity
and lack of preparedness for school, mother's overarxiousness about him
imposed a pressure that he was not able to cope with.
Case Ho . 8
Patient is a seven-year-old girl of high average intellectual
ability (I.-i. 109) in the second grade at school. She is the second child
in 3 family of three children. The oldest, a girl, is nine years old, and
the youngest, a boy, is six years old. ’'other reports that as a baby the
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patient had temper tantrums. .;t the present she has an over supply of
energy hut is usually obedient. ,t timesshe is sulky end wants to ^et in
the midst of everything. She is very affectionate with mother and is
jealous if mother pays too much attention to other children. She loves to
sit on mother's lap and is somewhat vein. She has poor eating habits and
bites her nails. Patient notices favoritism shown to brother by father and
tries to win father's attention. There is s conflict between patient and
sister who has been sick a great deal snd has had much attention.
School Life - Patient attended kindergarten in another city and
does not like her present school. Teacher reports that she is mischievous
and unreliable. She does not get along with other children and is not
prompt in obedience. She is restless and hyperactive.
Play Life - Patient loves to play with dolls end paint. She likes
to collect a group of children about her and boss them. She does not met
along too well with other children and has many quarrels.
Clinic Obs ervations
< orker - Patient cooperates well with other children in
clinic but is boisterous and shows off at home.
Psychologist - Fat lent has high average intelligence but
exhibits a considerable amount of motor restlessness ar>d other bids for
attention. She is boastful.
Mother - Mother has been worried about patient for a long time.
She is afraid she will get into mischief when she gets older but does not
discuss the basis of these fesrs with clinic staff. Clinic staff found
mother charming but evasive and secretive. T’er housekeeping was slack
while she buried herself in a book. Her early life was ’’sordid" and she
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admits having invested much of her emotional life in patient. Mother loves
patient and seems proud of her. orker observed that patient seems to know
that she is mother's idol and enjoys her adci-ation.
m
restment - Case was known to clinic ten months during which time
only three contacts were made with mother end patient and four school con-
tacts made. 'other was evasive and inaccessible to any real treatment, al-
though presenting a very charming manner. A school report, obtained when
patient was in the third grade, indicated that patient showed a great de-
sire for attention and affection. Patient pats teacher in an attempt to
win he r attention and affection. Her attention to her work is poor and she
shows jealousy of her sister in the same class. At the time the case was
closed, the condition was reported to be improved although no specific
points of improvement were recorded.
Comment - 'other was so evasive in contact with the social worker
that it is difficult to evaluate her attitude toward patient and the rea-
sons for her fear that patient would get into mischief when she grew up.
Information divulged from a source other than mother indicates that mater-
nal aunt had been involved in two illegitimate pregnancies and it may be
that mother identifies patient with her. 7 other shows more love and ado-
ration for patient than the other children. Fatient seems to revel in this
and attempts to protect her mother's adoration through her affectionate,
babyish and coy mannerisms . ^his same behavior is seen in the school situ-
ation along with attention-getting behavior. Her jealousy of her sister
whose illness has demanded much attention from mother seems to interfere
with her performance in the same class.
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Cas e ,To . 9
patient is a seven-year-old boy of high average intellectual
capacity (1.4. 110) who was repeating the first erade at the time of clinic
referral. He -was referred by the school because of poor school adjustment.
Patient is the only living child. & younger sister died four years a 2*0 at
the age of five months. Fstient was born when mother was eighteen years
old and was an unwanted child because of father's unemployment at the time.
!.!other describes patient as somewhat infantile in his speech. He is shy ard
apt to be dependent. He is very sensitive and is easily upset when spoken
to harshly. Patient has remarked, 'All the big people like me but none of
the kids like me." Patient is fearful about new situations and the first
day of school clung to parents' hands and complained of sterna cv trouble,
patient had frequent temper tantrums when he was younger but has none now.
Fe is not inclined to be affectionate or demonstrative but shows favor-
itism to father.
play Life - Patient loves active outdoor play and gets alonm well
with children his own age. He is easily led but fights his own battles.
He is inclined to stand off on the edge of a group and not participate in
group activity unless urged t-c do sc.
School Life - ..hen patient first entered school, he had crying
spells and temper tantrums. Parents were concerned over his poor school
work in the first grade and often questioned him as to whether he liked
school. Patient always denied that he disliked school until recently when
he told paternal uncle. Patient's first grade teacher repor+ s that patient
has no inclination to work at school. She describes him as "indifferent
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and peculiar." He is phlegmatic and idles his time away in school.
Clinic Observations
Isycholomist - Patient has high average intelligence. Su-
perior intellectual development hut immature mannerisms.
Psychiatrist - Patient has probably been supervised too
closely.
Mother - Mother was never well while she was in school and worried
constantly about her school work. Mother is now very worried about patient
and disappointed in his failure to adjust in school. Family live with pater-
nal grandparents who favor patient above all other grandchildren. other
shows much concern over patient’s inability to join readily in a group of
children, since she was very much that way and was unhappy as a result.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for sixteen months during
which time the patient was giver psychotherapy and attended hobby class.
T'other was seen by social worker and four school visits were made, ' other
gained seme insight into the patient’s lack of initiative and irresponsi-
bility and agreed not to prod him or supervise him too closely. Father ob-
jected to patient's clinic attendance and as a result, clinic contact was
closed - condition unknown.
Comment - The patient was an unwanted child whose early slow
development aroused mother to prodding him and supervising him closely.
The death of younger sister left him the only child and the favorite of
grandparents who gave him much attention. His earliest school experience
aroused fear in him 8nd his tearful clinging to his parents' hands on the
first day of school seems to symbolize a fearful, anxious emancipation
“.
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frcro home, for which he was not ready, ’"other s own unhappy school ex-
periences and difficulty in group relationships created an overanxious iden-
tification with patient which was reflected in patient's exaggerated feel-
ing of fear towards the school situation. It seems to writer that there is
an element of rejection in mother's relationship with patient which, al-
though compensated for through close supervision, has given patient a feel-
ing of insecurity with adults and contributed to his inability to adjust to
the school situation.
Case Ho. 10
Patient is a seven-year-old girl referred by the school for being
"slow in school." She is an only child born nine and a half years after
her parents' marriage. At the time of referral she was in the second grade
and received an rating of 99. The psychologist described patient as
a child of average normal intelligence who seemed fairly normal in her work
habits as a slow plodding worker. Patient has a marked reading disability
and is poor in spelling which, psychologist states, may be due to immature
attitudes when she entered school or to rather slow adjustments.
Patient sleeps poorly and bites her nails seriously. She is
honest but sometimes indulges in some protective or attention-getting ly-
ing. patient recovers from punishment easily and comes running apologizing
to mother and promising not to offend again.
P la y Lif
e
- Patient is a cooperative and well behaved child,
er adjustment with adults is good but she is a poor mixer socially with
children. Because there are no other children of her own age in the
neighborhood, she plays by herself. She takes care of younger twins in the
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house end lov^s to play house. She helps mother with housework hut mother
40=
"expects nothing from a little girl as she is."
School Lix
e
- Patient- attended pre-primary at five years of aee
and mother reports teacher sent e note home saying that patient did not
act as if she knew she were in school. Patient was promoted to grade II
on trial and is about to be returned to grade I. Mother knew patient's
work was low last year and helped her with reading over the summer. Pa-
tient has never had mood school reports, although she has been reported to
be polite and well behaved. Patient likes teacher and mother does not feel
that the difficulty is attributable to teacher since she seems to mive pa-
tient a great deal of attention and help.
"eacher reports that patient demands a great deal of individual
attention but because of the size of the class she is unable to met it.
patient seems more interested in doing her work to please adults rather
t Ksn any sincere desire to learn.
Mother - Mother is strict with patient and does not like her to
g o away from where she can watch her, for more than twenty minutes. She
plans her housework so that she is free in the afternoon to take patient
outside for shopping and visiting. other is ashamed about patient’s
school trouble. 1 other feels that patient is a bright child from remarks
around the house and ''everyone speaks of what a bright child she is."
Mother spends much time tutoring patient. One day when patient was home
from school because of a holiday mother tutored patient for six hours. This
upset mother and made her very nervous. Mother cannot help scolding and
yelling at patient when they work together. decauSg patient is the only
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child, mother and father both expect her to be smart. Mother is upset
about patient returning to Grade I. She feels that patient will then be
labelled as stupid by the other children and "this will hurt her very much."
significant .'-Coors in Mother s background — ..other complete!
two years of high school and felt she was a "brilliant student" although it
was necessary for her to study in contrast to maternal uncle. Maternal
uncle's daughter is in patient's grade at school and "is a very brilliant
child. ...other states tnat this cousin of patient's has a mind similar to
maternal uncle's. Maternal uncle had been in mother's class in school,
although younger than she. Mother had been upset in her early childhood
and ashamed that this maternal uncle had been able to catch up with her
and was always afraid he would pass her by.
before mother's marriage, she worried about having children. Mo
child came for nine and a half years, and then after an abdominal operation.
Mother would like another child but has not been able to have one.
Psychiatrist's Comment - other is nervous, excitable, wor-
risome, emot ionally wrought up over school situation and has created much
tension over patient's academic failure. Patient is unassertive and seems
overwhelmed
.
Treatment - Tutoring services were rendered patient. Social
worker worked with mother to relax her vigilance. Mother felt it impossible
to change her attitude of showing disappointment in patient's accomplish-
ments. Mother felt it unfair when patient was not promoted. She felt no
further need for clinic and planned to transfer schools. Case closed -
condition improved.
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C eminent - Here is a child born after nine years of "waitin'? and
wanting.” .as an only child, mother has looked upon patient as a reposi-
tory for her own ambitions for academic success. Her constant vigilance
over her is brought out in her tutoring of the child, taking patient shop-
ping and visiting with her after school, and not allowing her to leave the
house for any length of time. Through this domination, patient has not
made active outside social contacts and presents the picture of a "sub-
dued, unassertive and overwhelmed child." It is interesting to note that
mother’s identification with patient extends to the point where she places
the child in the same competing role with maternal cousin as she had been
as a child with maternal uncle. She see s t o be working out her own drive
for academic success through patient and consequently is tense and excit-
able when patient doesn't achieve success. The constant vigilance along
with the identification mechanism at work has created an atmosphere of ten-
sion and has resulted in the patient's inability to adjust to the school
situation w>-ere her failure has aroused mother to a greater pitch of an-
xiety and application of pressure. other was not ready to accept any
real psychotherapeutic help from clinic, as is shown in her withdrawal
when patient was not promoted. The basis for the clinic s tatement "condi-
tion improved" derives from the help the c ild received in reading at
clinic, rather than from any insight achieved by mother, bother's candi-
dacy for psychotherapy was rendered ineffectual by her marked anxiety over
the child's failure, which seems to reactivate in mother her own struggle
in the school situation as a child.
'•--is
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( c ) Summ8 ry
In this group -we have only one child who has made a very good
social adjustment to his classmates but his poor school adjustment centers
around the fact that his interest wanders and he is found to daydream a
great deal. This group differs from that of the rejected children in that
no marked aggression is seen toward mother or classmates. Rather, we <?et
a picture of restlessness, indifference, and distract ibilitv in school.
Descriptions from the mothers of these children also differ noticeably from
those of the previous group. Here we see such characteristics as "shy...
sensitive... seclusive... good natured... well behaved."
In all these cases there is a pretty consistent picture of the
conscientious, ambitious and anxious mother who supervised the children
closely in their early development and applied much pressure for success-
ful school achievement, showing concern and disappointment when the child
failed to live up to mother's expectations. In examining the cases, we
find that through the mother's excessive contact with the child and re-
strictions placed upon outside companionship during the pre-school period,
•the children were not ready for the discipline and routine of school life
and consequently reacted to it through indifference and lack of effort
(Cases No. 6, 9, 10) and restlessness and hyperactivity (Cases No. 7 and
8 ).
Treatment results of this group were a mreat deal more satisfac-
tory than those of the last group, due to the mothers' cooperation and the
successful school contact. Three of the cases were closed as improved,
one as recovered and one as unknown. The case closed as "unknown" (Case
,.
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-O. 9) achieved some success in working with mother towards relaxing her
supervision Ox i. ub child hut i',8s closed as unknown because of1 mother's
withdrawal from clinic due to father's objection to patient's attendance.
Therapeutic services rendered included psychotherapy with mother and child
and close school cooperation, alone: with hobby class attendance in two
cases (i'os . 6 and 9) and remedial reading in one case ( To. 10).
.
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CHAPTER VI
THE OVERINDULGED MOTHER
(e ) Introduction
In the following group there ere six children whom the writer
has classified as ''overindulged" from the standpoint of babying and "spoil-
ing" the child so that it is the child who wields the power and makes the
mother succumb to his power. As David Levy states,
In the case of the spoiled child, the desire for top role is
developed into powerlust because the mother created a life for
her baby in which he was fed with constant attention devotion and
obeisance. He grows up trying to adapt the world in the only
way he knows - domination.'"
Through presenting the cases falling into this group, it is hoped that the
child’s reaction to the school situation will throw some light on the ef-
fects of the overindulged child upon his first, formalized experience of
school, with the observation in mind that.
The spoiling w'^ich many children experience up to school aee does
not help to prepare them for their first contact with the unknown
world of school.^
3 Levey, ijavid, .-Sternal Cverpr oteot ion, p. 5.
4 Sayles, ary. The Iroblem Child In School, p 7
,.
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TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF SEX, AGE, GRADE AND PSYCHCMETRIC RATING CF
SIX CASES STUDIED
DIVISION CF L'SNTAL HYGIENE C"ILD GUIDANCE CLTICS
Case Number Sex Age Grade I.Q.
11 Boy 5 yrs . 11 mos . I 96
12 Boy yrs . 7 mos . II 97
13 Boy 7 yrs . 9 mos . II 110
14 Soy 8 yrs . 2 mos , Il(repeat ing) 98
15 Boy 7 yrs . 5 mos . II 110
16 Boy 6 yrs . 9 mos . I 100
(b) Individual Case Situations
Case To. 11
Fatient is a five-year-old boy of average intellectual ability in
the first grade. e is an only child born after eighteen yea -s of marriage
and was referred by the school because of poor adjustment . other reports
that patient has a wonderful disposition but is frequently defiant. He is
"spoiled" : nd always wants his own way. e has seldom been forced to orive
up anything he wanted and has had no responsibility around the house, ‘other
admits that patient has been treated like "a little king. " e is very af-
fectionate with mother end forgets all about father when mother is around.
.-•
AT
"e shows off when there are quests around. Parents take patient every-
where with them.
Play life - Patient enjoys playing with big boys but doesn't get
along particularly well with children. He is a very active child and wants
to be boss when playing with other cr.ildren.
School Life - Patient never attended kindergarten, although he
was placed in the kindergarten before he was given the test for the first
grade. _ other went against principal's recommendation that patient stay in
the kindergarten and had him placed in the first grade. The kindergarten
teacher found patient quite fresh in school. He couldn’t make any effort
at first to undress or dress himself. He learned to do for himself fairly
well but suddenly became a baby when mother came to school. First grade
teacher complains that patient is "nervous"; he fidgets, is restless, and
pops up end down in his chair. Patient bothers other children and then
runs away when there is trouble.
I. other - other has never given patient any responsibility and
has waited on him in everything. She paid a little girl to take him back
and forth from school because she was afraid he couldn't get there himself.
Although patient protested, mother was firm. Social worker observed that
mother treats patient in an infantile way calling him "the baby." Patient
seems to resent this.
Treatment - Psychiatrist states that mother spoiled child ter-
ribly but improved with psychotherapy. ; other gained insight that patient's
problem was probably largely due to her attitude, developing because he was
a much-wanted child and mother knew she would probably never have another.
: .
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Mother accepted clinic suggestion that patient be demoted to the kinder-
garten. Patient responded to increased responsibility by boasting of what
a big boy he was and commenting on his new-found privileges of dressing
himself, going to school by himself and doinm things for his mother. Case
was closed as recovered. The marked improvement was due to mother's excel-
lent cooperation and her real interest in the boy's development.
Comment - Patient was born eighteen years after parents’ mar-
riage and bad been so indulged and protected by mother that he had no op-
portunity to develop independence. His resentment of his mother's infant i-
lizing attitude showed up in his defiance at home. At school he was at
first unwilling to do anything for himself, never bavins had the opportunity
to do so at home, but he learned quickly when he had to. Having entered
the first grade before his age and maturity warranted it, he created dif-
ficult; in the classroom. ith the increasing awareness on mother's part
i
of the child s problem and her intelligent application of her insight, the
child was given opportunity to develop his independence and accepted the
new treatment with enthusiasm. Kis demotion to kindergarten reduced the
discrepancy between his level of maturity and performance and the demands of
the school situation.
Case Ho. 12
Patient is an eight-year-old boy of average intellectual capacity
(I. 97) placed in the second grade. He was referred by the school be-
cause of poor adjustment. Other problems uncovered through the social ser-
vice history are: food capriciousness, effeminate mannerisms, temper tan-
trums and lying. Patient is an only child, born eighteen years after his
•
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parents' marriage. lie -was long awaited and unexpected. He is an over-
sensitive child and flies into a rs^e if thwarted or corrected. Ke likes
the center of attention, is quick tempered and shows marked jea lousy if
mother pays any amount of attention to another child.
Flay Life - Patient does not like to fight. Mother has always
discouraged it end has fought his battles for him. T"e doesn't care for
sports and is a poor mixer with other children. He teases other children
and, when they retaliate, he runs away.
School Life - Patient entered the first grade when he was six
years old and repeated the grade. He likes school and his teacher and is
always anxious to go. Teacher reports that he is the "silliest acting
boy" she ever saw. He is self-conscious, never natural, and is the most
unpopular child in the roar, because of his "silly," effeminate behavior.
T
-~e is not doinr passing work because he never finishes his work. hen he
is corrected, he tries to tell on someone else. He never enters into boy-
ish games at school.
Clinic Observations
Psychologist - Psychologist states that patient is not doing
as well in school as his mental age determines he should.
Psychiatrist - patient is immature subjected to parental
overprotection.
Social orker - Patient has an effeminate appearance. TT0 is
friendly end is anxious for recognition, constantly asking for attention.
Mother - other has never given patient any responsibilities in
the home and admits that he has been spoiled, being the only child. Until
»-
.
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very recently, mother dressed him and she still continues to read to him a
?reat deal. Tot her is "nervous" and easily irritated by patient. She fre-
quently gets excited and yells at patient but interferes if father tries to
discipline him. Mother had an unstable childhood and is determined to give
the child all she can.
Treatment - Patient attended hobby class and via 3 given psycho-
therapy. Social worker had several contacts -with mother and school, ’-other
v;as very cooperative and accepted clinic recommendations to give patient
more responsibility and to administer unemotional discipline without physi- 1
cal punishment. The school also cooperated in the plan to give patient-
more responsibility and build up his independence. In the course of clinic
contact, patient lost his ''silly grin" and attention-getting behavior in
school, was not the "sissy" that he had been, and made a better adjustment
with children. The case was closed when mother saw no further need for at-
tendance - condition - improved.
Comment - patient was a greatly spoiled, overprotected child at
the time of referral. Although eight years old and of average mental ca-
pacity for the second grade, he was babyish, exhibiting much attention-
getting behavior and making a poor social adjustment with other children,
other had always fought patient's battles for him and kept a close eve on
him during his play a ctivities . Mother's everprotective attitude and emo-
tional discipline created an inconsistent and over-whelming situation for
the boy to which he reacted unfavorably in the school situation. Lacking
the preparation for more mature socialization, he aroused attention to him-
self through "silly" mannerisms. Since he h8d been the baby at home and re-
*• It:
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ceived the desired attention, he attempted the role of the baby at school
in an. exaggerated way in order to get the attention of teacher and the
other children, even though the attention he called to himself was unfa-
vorable. Given the opportunity for more mature responsibility and favor-
able recognition, he was able t-c abandon his defences and make a much more
mature adjustment at school and at home.
Case Vo. 15
Patient is a seven-year-old boy of high average intellectual
ability who was in the second grade at the time of referral. He is the
third child in a family of four. Other children in the family are: boy,
nineteen years old; boy, seventeen years old; patient; and a girl, six
years old. Prior to patient's birth, mother lost a child and was advised
not to have any more children. I.'other describes patient as a "whiner."
He fusses and complains until mother loses patience with him and threatens
to whip him. he has a quick temper and is quite jealous of younger sister,
indicated by his frequent questions to mother: "Do you like sister better
than me?" Older brothers hsve petted him a great deal and he expects a
good deal of attention. He is very affectionate, and independent. Other
problems include food capriciousness and enuresis.
Play Life - patient is rather solitary, preferring to play with
sister rather than c’ ildren of his ov.n age group. Patient goe3 to movies
occasionally. He was afraid of them at first and still gets very much ex-
cited.
School Life - Patient repeated Grade I. he liked his teacher in
Grade I but does not like his present teacher. He thinks she is very
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severe and he is somewhat afraid of her. The teacher reports that although
patient is good in arithmetic, his spelling and writing are poor. His so-
cial adjustment in school is poor. He is a "tattler" and is "surly,"
seeming to feel that the whole world is against him and that everybody is
wrong but himself. He is cowardly and the other children will not mix with
him
.
Clinic Observations
Porker - patient is immature and dependent upon mother's
solicitude. other fosters seclusiveness in the boy.
IIother - IIother is a seciusive person, has no friends and is very
shy and retiring. She was married at seventeen years and lost her first
child because of her own poor handling of him. She has no control over pa-
tient until she threatens him with a strap. She punishes him for his whin-
i
ing and complaining way which aggravates her. mother understands patient's
seclusiveness and identifies herself somewhat with him.
orker's Observation - other seems emotionally unstable.
She claims that she could not talk with teacher because she v/ould break
down and cry. She is quite solicitous of patient and seens very anxious to
get help in adjusting him at school.
Treatment - Patient was known to clinic for twenty-six months
during which time the mother and the patient were given psychotherapy and
the boy attended hobby class. Several contacts were made with the school
and although patient was not promoted, his condition improved at the end of
clinic contact. Hot her was helped in encouraging outside contacts for the
boy and he was better able to get along with other children. other stated:
"He's much better since i 've been coning here. He's quieter and less mis-
.•'
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chievous." Teacher was piven more understanding of patient's problem, and
needs and was better able to help him make the adjustment in the classroom.
Comment - Fatient is the third child in a family of four children
born ten years after the second child following a miscarriage. The boy has
good average ability but was unable to meet the demands of the first grade,
repeating the grade and a^ain repeating the second grade. Other problems
in the case (example - enuresis) indicate insecurity in the child. He has
been given much attention by his two older brothers and babied to the ex-
tent that he is unwilling to associate with boys of his own age and is not
accepted by them in the school situation. His feeling of insecurity with
mother is brought out in his frequent questions to her as to her preference
between younger sister and himself. In attempting to retain his favored
position as baby of the family, he exhibits immature behavior in school
and at home. The child seems to feel somewhat rejected, perhaps due to the
threatened feeling he has because of his sister, enhanced by mother's ex-
citability over his fussing and whining. He seems to try mother's patience
to the point where she has to threaten him with a strap, apparently her
only control over him. Her inconsistent treatment of the boy, combining
solicitude with manifest irritability, seems to have affected the child’s
relationship with his teacher of whom he is afraid. His seclusiveness,
fostered by mother, has hindered his socialization with other children.
ith an opportunity for socialization at hobby class and with mother's co-
operation in controlling her discipline and withdrawing her oversolicitude,
a more satisfactory adjustment was achieved.
.> x
.
Case v o. 14
Patient is an eight -year-old boy of average intellectual ability
(l.£. 98). e was repeating Grade II at the time of referral. Other prob-
lems include nocturnal enuresis, nail biting, frequent night terrors. rnhe
boy is an only child whan mother describes as "lazy at times," excitable,
and intolerant if things don't go his way. He "daydreams" frequently and
has frequent night terrors.
I- lav life - Patient is inclined to bo bossy with other children
and plays with children his own age. He is active but restless in his play,
going from one thing to another and always demanding his own way. He is
more of a follower than a leader.
School Li'-.. 3 - Patient does not like school and often asks to stav
home. Teacher reports that patient fidgets and turns in his seat con-
stantly. His work is erratic and he is not accepted well by the other chil-
dren .
°'t Her - L other is very active in club and church work and reads
a great deal about child training. She is not as strict as father thinks
she should be and easily gives in to patient's demands. She has difficulty-
getting him to behave and makes him stay in his own yard to play. She has
never allowed him to go to the movies and realizes that she has overpro-
tected him.
'reatment - Case was known to clinic for ten months during which
time mother and patient were given psychotherapy and two school visits were
made. Mother made much progress in withdrawing her nagging, overprotect ive
attitude toward patient wich contributed greatly to the patient's improve-
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merrL. From the time clinic contact began, steady improvement was observed
and in C-rade III the teacher stated that patient "doesn’t seem tobe the
same boy." He lost his nervous habits of fidgeting and twisting in his
seat and his work became much more consistent. Case was closed as much
improved
.
Comment - Patient had been a greatly spoiled and overprotected
only child, badly nagged by mother who had high aspirations for him but
submitted to his demands. : other inhibited his outside activities which
influenced his poor social adjustment in school. His activity expressed
itself in school through fidgeting and turning in his chair, indicating his
dislike for school and its demands upon him. Since he had always been given
into at home by mother, he was unable to adjust himself to the more formal-
ized routine 0 - school. ith the change in mother s attitude, his school
behavior and work improved and patient lost much of his dislike for the
school situation.
Case No. 15
Patient is a seven-year-old boy of high average intellectual
ability in Grade II. He is the youngest child in a family of three chil-
dren. The tw 0 older children are girls aged sixteen and ten. Patient is
very persistent about getting his own way and loses his temper if he does
- °t get ris own way. be is especially affectionate with mother and likes
to help around the house. Patient's only responsibility sround the house
has been picking up his clothes and he prefers being waited upon to wait-
ing upon himself. He has always demanded his own way at home and has been
given into. Patient is much more obedient with father than mother. Pa-
.-
.
tient is fearful o T' school.
lley life - Patient is very active and likes to play rough games.
He has always been kept by himself a great deal since mother did not like
him to play around the neighborhood. Mother reports he always seemed to
get hurt when he played with other children.
School Life - Patient’s first grade teacher reports that patient
is immature and liked a great deal of attention. Older sisters were very
protective of patient. Second grade teacher reports that patient wants
to talk continually. He is resentful of discipline and insists upon his
own way. Other children do not like him and are ea^r to tattle on him.
---e asks other children to help him put on his clothes and complains of thins
being; "awfully hard."
-other -
-other is "nervous" and ]gas periods when she could fly
into a raece. She has few outside interests and "does everything; for all
tnree of the children. ^ince patient was slow in learning; to dress him-
self, mother continued to dress him until recently. She still <rives him a
bath
.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for seventeen months during
which time mother and patient were given ps ycfr otherany and many school
visits were made, - other and school were very cooperative and the child
was given a great deal more opportunity to develop his independence t.hroue;h
responsibilities at school and at home. The results were good and patient’s
attitude toward school improved throu°;h clinic contact. His academic work
improved tremendously and he learned to hold his own very much better with
other children.
Comment - Patient had always been kept the "baby" of the family.
r « U i J
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had never had the opportunity for play adjustment and was not ready emo-
tionally for school at the time he entered. Mother had no insight into her
overprotection of the child at the beginning of clinic contact hut through
her cooperation gained a better emotional attitude toward the boy. She al-
leged him more independence consistent with his chronological age 8nd the
derr. nds for maturity in the school situation.
Case No. 16
Patient is a six-year-old boy of average intellectual ability
(!•$• 100) referred by the school's education consultant because of poor
school adjustment. He was in the first grade at time of referral, mhe boy
is an only child born after mother had two miscarriages
. Mother describes
boy as obedient but occasionally saucy to mother. If he is "crossed" his
temper is aroused. He is affectionate with both parents, and is "always
cheerful." He enjoys listening to adult conversations and loves to help
mother in the house with her housework.
Play activities - Until the lsst two years patient was not al-
lowed to go out of the house to play. Now he plays with just one other
boy of his own age. Patient was kept by himself for so lone: that he can
amuse himself nicely. Patient fights his own battles now althouerh he did
not for a long time and mother did not encourage it.
School Rerort - School reports patient to be very immature and
unable to take group direction. He likes a great deal of attention, does
little by himself and has to have individual supervision and suggestion.
Clinic Observations
Psychologist - Patient seems to be under an emotional
.•
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strain. He is nervous and restless and bites his nails.
accial .orker - Patient is quiet, sits beside mother and
makes no effort to mingle with the other children.
> other - other blames the teacher for patient's poor school ad-
justment and states that patient feels teacher does not like him. Mother
has had much difficulty with the neighbors as well as the school and states
that she feels patient is discriminated against in school because of his
Jewish religion.
Psychiatrist's Comment - ’"other has been too protective of
patient and is overanxious about him. She has applied too much pressure
for academic achievement.
Social orker *s Comment - Mother is very protective and de-
fensive of patient, constantly criticizing the school. She has little in-
sight into patient's problem. Her poor attitude toward school is reflected
in patient.
Treatment - Mother did not cooperate with clinic and was unable
to accept psychotherapy. Case was closed after family moved out of dis-
trict. Patient was given help at clinic in remedial reading and several
contacts were made with the school. rnhe case was closed as unimproved due
to mother's inability to gain insight.
Comment - Patient is an only child born after mother had two mis-
carriages. He was a much-wanted child and in his pre-school years was kept
close at home receiving much attention. Mother's own difficulty in g ettine:
along: with the neighborhood families prevented the boy's socialization, with
other children. Under such inadequate preparation for his new school ex-
perience, he was unable to work up to his ability end his demands for in-
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dividual attention and supervision, carried over from the home, blocked
successful achievement. other's attitude toward school prevented any co-
operation between school, home, and clinic, thus resulting in an unimproved
condition at the time- of closing the case, bother could not accept psycho-
therapy end continued to project patient's poor school adjustment onto the
school and the teacher. Considering this attitude of the boy's mother, it
is understandable that patient could not become more independent s^-d re-
sponsible for his school situation, since he reflected mother's antagonism
toward the school and continued to be protected and ''babied" at hone.
(c) Summary
In this .group of children the outstanding reaction to the school
situation seems to be one of restlessness, attention-getting behavior and
dependency upon the teacher and classmates. one of the children in this
group was accepted by the other children, w) ich seems to reflect the lack
of opportunity they had for socialization and their dependence upon mother.
At here, these children are seen to be very demanding of attention and over-
sensitive when they don't get their own way. Svery child in this group is
described by his mother as "quick tempered" and reacting in a violent way
if he is crossed in anyway or is refused a request. The social adjustment
with playmates is poor in this group. Three of the children (Cases 11, 12,
14) are not accepted well by the group because they demand their own way
and try t o be "boss." The remaining three children in this group have been
so restricted in their contacts that they have very few playmates and are
more solitary in their play than the others.
' one of the children in the group was ever given any resoonsi-
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bility in the house for himself and in the school situation seems to re-
quire much individual attention and supervision. The ordinal position of
the children in this group seems to account in part for the spoiling and
over indulgence . Four of the children are only children, one is the third
of four, born ten years after the second child, and one is the youngest of
three children -; nd the only boy.
Treatment results with this group were very satisfactory. One
case was closed ss recovered due to the excellent cooperation of mother in
withdrawing her indulgence and encouraging the boy's independence. Four
cases were closed as improved, one being much improved. In two of these
cases, the mother was given psychotherapy and the child attended hobby
class, while in the other two, both mother and patient were eriven psycho-
therapy. School contact was made in all the cases. The aim of therapy in
these cases was to build up the child's independence and sense of responsi-
bility by direct treatment with the child, accompanied by a withdrawal of
mother's indulgence. Only one case was closed as unimproved (Case ho. 15)
due to mother's inability to ?ain insight into her overprotect ive, indul-
gent attitude toward patient. This mother continued to project the child's
difficulty on the school and could not accept clinic recommendations for
increased independence and responsibility. The mother's domination over the
child is reflected in his restlessness and immaturity in school and his in-
ability to take group direction in the classroom which persisted because of
mother's lack of cooperation.
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CHAPTER VII
THE CVEKVIGILAIIT MOTHER
(a) Introduction
The following cases to be presented border closely on the previous
two categories but were selected for this <?roup on the basis of mother's
active supervision of the child, exemplified in the restriction of play
activities, infantilizat ion, and compensatory indulgence to offset a strict
disciplinarian father. It will be recalled that this chapter accompanies
the two preceding it in illustrating the maternal attitude of overprotec-
tion, leading: the writer to expect similar school behavior in this croup
as the others.
The group includes four children with the following: distribution
of sex, age, grade, and I.*<«
TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION CF SEX, AGE, GRADS AND PSYCHOMETRIC RATING OF
FOUR CASES STUDIED
DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE C ILD GUIDANCE CLINICS
Case Number Sex Age Grade I.Q.
17 Girl 6 yrs . II 109
18 Boy 8 yrs . 6 mos
.
II 100
19 Boy 7 yrs . 9 mos . II 104
20 Boy 9 yrs . 7 mos . III 113
r t
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(b) Individual Case Situations
Case I'To. 17
Patient is a six-year-old girl c£ high average intellectual
ability (I. mi. 109) who was referred by the school principal because of
"vomiting in school. 1 She is in Grade II. She is the youngest of three
girls. Mother describes her as being: pleasant, sweet, much admired by
adults and a stood mixer, patient has .just one friend. "Tien not playing:
with her, she is either alone or playing: with sisters. - other does not al-
low patient to go away from heme after school to play with children in her
class. She fears that patient may be hit away from heme. Patient cries
frequently at home and sucks her thumb at night.
School Life - bother feels that patient was young: for entering:
school (five and a half years old), and was mocked by schoolmates as a
"baby. 1 bother states that patient is unhappy at school. She eats no
breakfast five days a week but her appetite is good if s’ e is not attending-
school. Principal reports that patient barely passed Grade I to enter
g’-rade II. The teacher describes patient as a submissive child who seems
afraid and cries often in class.
Clinic Observations of Child
Psychologist - Patient has good average intelligence but is
shy about asserting: herself. She depended upon examiner for response and
needed help in oral reading.
Psychiatrist - Pstient is an anxious, timid sort of child,
not ready for independent responsibilities.
worker - It took much urging- to get pr.tient into examining?
room without mother. She seems "babyish and spoiled."
.V '
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Mother - bother feels that patient is a normal, Yell-behaved
child and wonders if the child's teacher is at fault. She states that pa-
tient likes going to school and rr 0es willingly, although sometimes she goes
to the bathroom to gag before leaving the home, bother feels that the
teacher does not answer patient's questions and the child has complained to
mother about- this. other expressed some feeling about preferring another
school
.
Clinic Observations
Psychiatrist - Mother appears very much upset over pa-
tient's problem. Patient is maternally dependent and indulged by her
mother
Social crker - Patient s immaturity seems to be fos-
tered by her mother's protective attitude in limiting her playmates and
keeping her at home where she can be watched.
Treatment - Mother and patient both were given psychotherapy and
patient was tutored in remedial reading. other was cooperative and gained
insight into some of the causative factors of patient's problem. She with-
drew some of her indulgence. The social worker worked with the school to
help teacher accept patient, ignore her crying and foster independence and
security in the child. Case was closed - as condition improved.
Comment. - This six-year-old child entered school with strong de-
pendent ties to mother. She is the youngest of three children and has been
babied, spoiled and indulged to the extent that she was not ready to as-
sume a school routine where she had to relinquish her role of the baby for
the sake of the group organization. Her rebellion against this change has
taken the expression of vomiting in sc’ ool and acts as an attention-getting
..
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device, as -well as a means tc show her dislike for the school situation.
Her crying in school is another indication of her inability to adjust to a
nore nature level. ith therapy directed towards effecting mother's aware-
ness of the child s reactions and the causative factors therein, along with
school cooperation in fostering the child's independence and security, her
adjustment in sc’ ool improved.
Case No. 18
Patient is an eight -year-old boy of average intellectual ability
(I. i, 100) who was in C-rade II at the time of referral. He is an only
child and loves to annoy and tease parents. He is quick tempered and cries
when he does not get his own way. His feelings are easily hurt and he is
somewhat jealous. Patient has never had any sense of responsibility. He
does not take care of his clothes and mother still ties his s’^oes for him.
i-ls^ Life - Patient likes active games and plays with boys his
own age, being more apt to follow than lead. He always wants his own way
with other children.
School Life - Patient entered Grade I at five years and eleven
months of age and repeated the grade. His first grade teacher reported
that patient worked by spasms. The teacher of the second grade states that
patient is not sufficiently trained and needs a stern hand. Patient has
no vitality in the classroom and is apt to seek the lowest level in the
children whom he choses to play with. He requires a great deal of indi-
vidual attention and his attention and concentration are poor.
Clinic Observations
Psychologist - Patient's school failure is perhaps due
..
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largely to emotional factors. His wishes included "getting out of school"
and being big wh ile every: ody else was "tiny."
- other - Mother is unhappy with her present life and has little
in common witn father, ihe believes she carried too youn^ and has regretted
it ever since. Mother complains about father and his attitude toward the
patient. Father feels mother is "spoiling" patient and there is constant
disagreement between the two. Mother feels that patient's problem is due
largely to feelings of inferiority inculcated by father's harsh and criti-
cal attitude.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for fourteen months, during
which time psychotherapy was rendered mother and patient and several s chool
contacts were made by social worker. The school was very cooperative and
mother rained insight into her overprot ect ive attitude toward patient. The
school reported that patient learned to get on better with the other chil-
dren and the case was closed as improved.
Comment - ratient is the only child of parents between whom there
is much marital discord and disagreement as to the way the child should be
treated. Mother seems to be compensating for father's sternness by in-
dulging the child, and overprotecting him. It also appears that mother is
sublimating her own unhappiness with father through the child. Patient has
reacted to parents' inconsistent treatment by teasing them, and has shown
his lack of preparation for school by failing to pass Grade I and by de-
clining any effort in the school situation.
..
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Case To. 19
Patient is a seven-year-old "boy of average intellectual ability
(I.Q. 104) who was referred by the school because of doubtful promotion to
Grade III and disobedience. Other problems include masturbation, temper
tantrums, stubbornness. The patient- is the older of two boys, the younger
amed four. Mother describes patient as a "complaining" child. He is ex-
tremely "fussy" about "little things" 8nd has extreme temper tantrums,
hen he w8s small, mother was so anxious for him that she kept at him con-
stantly. Patient is very jealous of younger brother and will not s^are his
toys with him. He is extremely affectionate but unless things are the way
he wants them, he makes a fuss. He has threatened to run away from home
since he was very young but never has. Father is a strict disciplinarian
and mot. her interferes frequently.
Play Life - Patient is inclined to play with older boys and
usually assumes leadership of the group. He is a poor sport and is often
beli^erent . He does not- play with younmer children at a 11 well and cannot
entertain himself alone.
School Life - Patient entered school at the ame of six years and
is roing: to repeat Grade I. His teacher reports that he has tried hard and
is very pleased if he does anything; rimht . She feels that he is immature
and is a disciplinary problem. He cannot be trusted when the teacher leaves
the room snd starts to bother the other children. The teacher feels that he
has had too much done for him 8t home.
orker*s Observation of Patient - It is obvious that he has not
responded to discipline and mane me s to do about as he pleases. T~e is dis-
obedient and defiant, with mother.
,
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other - Mother states that she is "nervous" and that everythin?:
she does, she does strenuously. She is moody and unhappy and becomes very
lonely and upset when father is away. Mother disapproves of father’s
strict discipline and feels she has to make up for father's unfairness.
She realizes that her discipline has been lax and inconsistent. I 'other
came from a broken home and worked through high school and kindergarten
school, struggling- towards an academic goal. She compares patient to father
who was a problem child at school and f ina lly went to t^ade school, “other
does not approve of the school’s intention to keep patient back because she
feels it would make him. feel inferior.
Treatment - Case was known to clinic for seven months, during;
which time mother received psychotherapy and patient attended hobby class.
One school visit was made. In the beginning; of treatment, mother was loath
to admit any behavior problem and stressed the child’s school failure. As
treatment progressed, mother was more frank in admitting patient's protest-
ing attitude at home and admitted that patient had always been indulged,
“other gained some insight into the situation and realized that she had
pushed patient too much. At the beginning of treatment she was inclined
to blame patient's poor school adjustment onto father's quick-tempered
discipline of the boy but later she assumed responsibility for her own at-
titudes affecting the child. She withdrew some of her nagging vigilance
ever the boy and at the time the case was closed, she accepted the child's
repetition of Trade II. She also gained more confidence in her handling of
the boy.
Comment - At the time of clinic referral, mother was upset about
patient's repeating- Grade II. Frcro the light of the case material, writer
.. I
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feels that patient's failure in school had much emotional significance to
mother. She has a strong- drive for success an^ bed to contend r ith many
adverse situations in obtaining her education. Academic success means a
great deal to this woman who seems unstable and confused as to what she
wants from. life. She seems bent on having: patient achieve the moals that
she was unable to. other also seems to identify patient with father who
was not a success at school. The combination of mother s cverambit ion for
patient to make up for her lacks and her desire to prevent him from emulat-
ing father, slonr with her lax discipline in an attempt to ma’-e up for fa-
ther's strict discipline, h8s aroused patient s defiance to mother at home
and has prevented the maturity necessary for successful school adjustment,
patient's failure at school may be his way of expressing his defiance of
mother, since it is in this area that "other has shown so much anxiety.
I
Patient has reflected stre of mother s drive for success in the school situ-
I
ation, showing: much pleasure over any success. ith mother s cooperation
in attitude therapy, she was better able to accept patient's school situ-
ation end was receptive to suggestions in handling him at home.
rTVhis con-
tributed to a better adjustment at home and at school.
Case TTo. 20
patient is a nine-year-old boy of high average intellectual a-
bility (I... 113) who was repeating Crede III at the time of referral. He
was referred to the clinic because of poor school adjustment. Other prob-
lems include poor eating habits, nail bitirm, and blinking of his eyes,
is the older of two boys, of which the younger is nineteen months old.
Mother describes patient as quick tempered, sic:, unenthusiast ic and dis-
obedient. He is especially affectionate with mother and is dependent
upon her. He v arts her to do everythin'- for him.
..
tered school, not her dressed him but he now dresses himself.
-Vy. ' ire " ^stient is not popular with other children. He is not
a good sport and if there is a quarrel, patient backs out. He see^g hap-
piest when he is in the house by himself. He plays with children of all
ares but has no close friends.
\ ~ - ;t'ient entered Grade I at six years of a^e and did
not like it e^: all at. first. Depite the thirteen weeks he missed because of
illness, he was promoted to Grade II but disliked it. Patient has always
disliked school and did so poorly in Grade III t^at he was kept back. hen
mother heard that he was to repeat, she sent him to summer school against
tne advice c. the principal, -he teacher reports that patient, does well in
achievement tests but eoes not do well in daily work. He does not take
directions and his work is untidy and erratic. He fidgets when spoken to
and makes faces. He is troublesome with children around him and is rough
with them. He winks his eyes rapidly and is inattentive in the classroom.
^he teacher insists upon immediate obedience but does not get it from pa-
tient. 1st lent states "that he would be much happier if he v;ere in Grad® IV.
"he other children call him ''dopey. 11
Psychologist ' s Observation - Patient has hish normal intellectual
capacity and should be doing more than third grade work. His behavior sug-
gests various personality problems.
. _
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“ i-Ovaer s attitude toward school is poor and she is very
resentful a oout patient s grade placement. She seems overburdened with her
respoi.sioilioies, since fatner leaves all the financial worry and r~ sponsibil- 1
Hy for the care and training: of the ohildren to her. She states that she
"h° S Cr0U?ht “P father " sinoe she msrr ied his-.. Father is the youngest m
.
mhis family and was “spoiled and babied.'* Mother identifies the patient
with his father by saying that father was as heedless as patient is now
when they were first married. Father is home only two days a week and
mother has spent a mood deal of time with patient. other states that she
did not want a second child and was upset when she conceived but the baby
is so good now that she really enjoys him more than patient who has always
been a difficult child.
Treatment - Mother's cooperation was very mood throughout the
clinic contact of thirty-four months, patient attended clinic for hobby
class and psychotherapy and social worker had many contacts with mother and
the school. Mother msined awareness of how important her attitude was to-
ward patient's school adjustment and the effect her training had upon him.
She accepted clinic suggestions to develop patient's socialization and in-
dependence and gained insight into the significance of patient's overde-
pendence and lack of responsibility, patient improved in school, developed
initiative, and was no longer a disciplinary problem. His school work im-
proved and the camp experience he had on clinic recommendation contributed
great ly t owards his independence and socialization.
Comment - Patient is the older of two boys and hsd to relinquish
his position as the only child at the age of eight years. Father was out
of the home a greet deal and mother sought comfort for her loneliness in
her relationship with the boy. A great deal of her time end emotional life
was invested in patient, thus fostering his dependence upon her. ^other's
statement concerning the younger boy leads the writer to believe that im-
posed upon mother's oversolicitude toward the patient that persisted for
eight years is the element of rejection with the appearance of the baby.
..
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°he younger child was born when the patient was in the third g-rade and was
apparently a threatening episode to him. Although the patient has a very
good capacity, his cverindulgence nd excessive contact with mother in his
early years interfered with his e’nancipa ti on from the home and his mother
and affected his adjustment at school.
. ith mother's coop ration and in-
sight, the boy wa s given responsibility and his independence developed.
He was able to gain recognition acceptably as the "older boy," rather than
being in the position of the older boy but treated and functioning on an
immature level and was able to perform up to his capacity.
( c ) Summa ry
These children display such forms of s chool b ehav ior as inatten-
tion, poor concentration, and immaturity and all seem to require a mreat-
deal of individual attention. Through the scrutiny of the individual cases,
the writer has noted that the mothers ran the gamut of such overprotect ive
tendencies as restricting the child's playmates by keeping: them close to
home for fear of some harm incurred, infant ilizim the child by doing; for
him personal tasks that are inconsistent with his chronological age (Cases
18 and 20), and preventing the child s independence by withdrawing anv
sense of responsibility from him. All these children are observed to be
maternally dependent as a result of the mother's vigilance and close super-
vision. in two of the cases (18 and 19), it, is observed that mother's over-
protection is compensatory for father's sternness and, along; with the
mother's unhappy marital situation, has resulted in her investing much of
her anotional life in the child.
In all these cases, with the exception of Case 17, the mothers
describe the children as "quick tempered," and "fussy," and in the case of
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two of the children, jealousy prevails. It is interesting to note thet
the two cases exhibiting extreme tempers and jealousy are those where mari-
tal discord prevails and where mother's overprotection seems to be com-
pensatory for father's sternness, recalling that the group of rejected
children showed quick tempers and jealousy and considering the marital dis-
harmony, the writer wonders if the clinical picture of cverprot action in
these cases might not b<= compensatory for an underlyin'? rejection.
The social adjustment of these children is poor, for the most
part because of the child’s need to have his own way (Gase 18) or because
he is not a good sport (Gases 19 and 20). This consistent finding seems to
bear out Levey's statement:
The ove^protected child is poor in sports and in social relations
7. ith ot he r ch i Id ren . ;
Treatment results of these four cases were good with the closine
statement on all of them indicating an improved condition, ‘'herapy in
these cases consisted of psychotherapy for 8 11 the mothers and school con-
tacts. One child received psychotherapy and two of' the children attended
hobby class. In all the cases, the mothers cooperated V7ell and gained in-
sight into their overprotect ive relationship with the child. Following
clinic reccm erdaticns, they withdrew their vigilance, neggins, and 'push-
ing 1 ' and worked towards building up independence and a sense of responsi-
bility in the child. This contributed greatly in the child's improved ad-
justment at home and at school.
5 Levey, Lav id, op. cit ., p. 166.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
m this group of twenty c ildren, we can see how important the
parent-child relationship is to the adjustment the child makes in school
w-en he is endowed with a good average capacity for meeting the academic
requirements of the grade placement. In the group of "rejected" children,
the writer found that three of the five children entered school at the sr3
c., three years with an insufricient degree of maturity and security to ad-
just to '.he school situation. hese children may be char cterized as ag-
gressive in their relationships with other children in the classroom and
c. t ^ent io-'-see ing towards the teacher. Pour of these children have siblings
whom the mothers seem to favor and with whom the children's relationship
is cue of jealousy and aggression. In three of these cases, there is mari-
tal discord and inconsistent discipline which provide a poor atmosphere for
the child's development. , ith the mother's rejection in these cases along
with the favoritism shown to siblings in four of the cases, it seems that
the children are carrying over to the school situation the unresolved hos-
tilities felt towards the other members of the family. Through this unfa-
vorable transfer, they have been blocked in their achievement and a djustment
at. school. Cince the primary unit of a child's relationships is with the
family, damaging influences in this area are. seen to bear their effects on
the child s first experience outside of the home - that is, with his teacher
and classmates. Imposed upon the initial rejection of the child which in-
terfered with the child s earlier pre-school development, the school situ-
ation has presented further obstacles impeding the child's progress and
,
development by depriving him of the individual attention he desires and
making demands upon him that he was unable to meet.
J - • '3 1 raining fifteen cases, the earmarks of overprotection in
the school situation are brought out in the forms of distract ibility, in-
ability to take group direction, and much attention-seeking behavior. An
outstanding finding in all twenty cases is the attention-seeking behavior
of the children. In the overprotected children, the attention-seeking be-
havior enhances much dependency upon the teacher and.
a play for her atten-
tion through the demand for individual supervision and help in meeting the
requirements of the classroom. The social adjustment of all the children,
both "rejected" and "overprotected," is poor but the intrinsic elements of
tro two "roups differ. The rejected children were aggressive in their con-
tacts, whereas the overprotec f ed children were unable to win acceptance by
the group because of their strong need to dominate their relationships and
because of their earlier deprivation of social contacts. Their ties of de-
pendency are seen in their lack of responsibility and in their immature
ways that have been carried over to the classroom.
(a ) Ordinal Position
There were eight only children in the total group, with seven
falling into the overprotected group. Three of these children were born
after many yes s of marriage and were the center of all attention in the
household. In all the cases studied of "the only child," the mothers were
overprotect ive. According to the writer's classification, three of the
mothers manifested an anxious attitude about the child and were ambitious
for his achievement, while four seemed predominantly cverindulgent
.
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reaction of these children to the school situation seems to bear out Susan
Isaacs’ statement • that
The actual monopoly of his parents which the only child enjoys
keeps his appetite for possession inordinate and makes him quite
unable to tolerate the least denial of his demands. 0
Two of the three children who were the youngest in the family are
in the overprotected group. The third in the "rejected" croup was an un-
wanted child, born "too soon after the first child." Of the seven children
holding first place in the ordinal position, five are in the overprotected
group. Of the remaining tv.o children, one was the "middle" of three chil-
dren whom mother favored above the other children and the other child was
the third of four children, born ten yesrs after the third child and babied
by older siblings as well as by mother.
from the thirteen children of the overprotected croup who fall
into the distribution of five "oldest," seven "only," and two "youngest,"
it is observed that the ordinal position is a factor in the oversolicitude
8nd indulgence rendered by the mothers of this croup. Because of the
paucity of case material on the rejected child, it is difficult to make any
conclusive statement as to the contribution of the ordinal position to the
relationship between mother and child and its effects upon the school ad-
justment. In these cases, the outstanding feature seems to be the fact
that the c’' ild was unwanted and was subjected to unwholesome marital dis-
cord and the instability of mother.
6 Isaacs, Susan, The ursery hears, p. 91.
.
(b) Other Problems
TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF OTHER PROBLEMS A C 0 The TV.'ENTY CHILDREN STUDIED
DIVI3IOK OF MENTAL HYGIENE C ILD GUIDANCE CLI-ICS
TYPE OF PROBLEM NUMBER
Temper Tantrums 12
Food Capriciousness 5
Nail Biting 5
Tics 3
Thumb Sucking 2
Enures is
Sleep Disturbances 2
Lying 2
Vomiting in School 1
Masturbation 1
Pilfering 1
Hypersensitivity 1
Total 37
This table reveals the variety and frequency of accompanying probg
lems that the group presents. The problems indicate emotional disturbances
in the child's personality and are tied up with the maternal attitudes ob-
served to effect the school adjustment. The frequency of temper tantrums
might indicate rebellion of the child and is observed to be significantly
prevalent among the overprotected group. It points to the mother's over-
indulgence of the child and the child's control of the parent to make him
submit to his demands. The control that the child had at home seems to
seek its paver in the school situation through modified forms of attention-
getting behavior.
'*
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(c) Treatment and Results
-ran the total of twenty cases studied fourteen were closed as
"improved 1 ' as a result of therapeutic services offered mother and child.
Of the remaining six cases that were not brought to a successful adjust-
ment, four fall within the group of "rejecting mothers” whose lack of co-
operation and unwillingness to follow clinic recommendations prevented any
appreciable alteration in the condition of the case. *n the improved cases,
the school's psrt during treatment c8nnot be overlooked. In all the cases,
contact with the school was maintained throughout by the social worker, with
an aim towards the child's better adjustment, in the school situation, kith
t
the school cooperation in affecting the child s socialization in the class-
room and building up his independence, along with the mothers' cooperation
in carrying through suggestions in the home, thirteen cases of the fifteen
in the ovsrp~otected group were improved.
In many of the cases, it was recognized that many of the parents
had personality difficulties which prevented their cooperation in treat-
ment. In some cases, an improvement in the child's adjustment was affected
in spite of the mother's poor attitude and her own disturbances but the
long-range effect under such conditions is dubious. Inasmuch as the focus
of treatment in the Child Guidance Clinics is always on the child, it is
clear that many of the parents' need of treatment for their own personality
difficulties cannot be met through intensive work by the personnel ~t the
clinics. In view of this, the writer feels it would be advisable to refer
these parents t-c the proper resources. In the case of the rejecting mothers,
their very attitude toward the child may largely contribute to their in-
ability to accept treatment from the same source which is offering treat-
-V •
nent to the child. It is true that there are many who would pe^h-ps be
unable to accept referral but in the light of the aims of social service,
it would certainly appear to warrant an attempt, since it is veil recognizee
that parents themselves are but- a product of the earlier influences under
which they grew up.
Approved:
Richard K. Conant
Dean
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aFPENDIX
SCHEDULE
Name Age I.
..
Ordinal Position in family Ages of Siblings
Source of Referral
,.hy Referred
Other Froblems
The Child
Personality Traits
attitude Toward School
Relationships with members of Family Group
Flay activities
School Report
Psychiatrist's diagnosis of Child
Psychologist's Evaluation of Abilities
The I. other
Age
Personality Traits
attitude Toward Child
attitude Toward school with Respect to
A. Problem
B. Teacher
attitude Toward Siblings
Awareness of Effect of -ttitudes upon Child's Poor School adjust
ment
Psychiatrist's ^valuation of ; other
Social orker's Evaluation of "other
. .
.
.
mClinic Services rendered to
A. The Child
B. The Uother
Duration of Clinic Contact
Reason for Closing
Condition on Closing
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